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Marketing the complete package 

 

 

 

https://hbr.org/2014/11/editors-letter-introducing-the-new-hbr-org


  



Just coming off DigiDay win! 



The HBR brand is stronger than ever 

 Reaching circulation high 

 Improving willingness to pay of core customers 

 Developing new products based on solid customer knowledge 

 Driving much of the growth of the brand from website 

 Increasing CPMs 

 



We are playing to win 



But things weren’t always so pretty… 
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https://www.usertesting.com/highlight_reels/gVEgMyH4ovw7U1pHsJow#noClipSummaries


We want to impart three lessons: 
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1. Be something (we’ll explain) 

2. Be patient 

3. Be obsessed with the user 



Lesson #1: Become Something 
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 Transformations seem daunting at first… 

• Nine years ago, HBR was: 

> Print only 

> 200k subscribers 

> 200k web visitors who only purchased reprints 

• Nine years ago, HBR had no: 

> Social media profile 

> Original online programming 

> Vision of the future 



A group of hikers emerge from the Alps… 



Started with a simple framework 
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 Forget  

 Borrow 

 Learn 



Lesson #2: Be Patient 
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Lesson #3: Become Obsessed with User 
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• Created “Advisory Board” for continuous conversation with users 

• Connected marketing feedback with editorial insights 

• Segmented users 

• Charted our offering against substitutions and competition 

• Designed database to track user behavior and segments 

• Launched conjoint to get a better idea of how elements complement 

• Began prototyping new products based on user responses 

 



Created guiding principles 
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1. Don’t waste our users’ time.  

2. Prioritize flexibility– quickly adapt. 

3. We are not the users. Think from the outside in. 

4. Always speak to our users in a consistent, friendly, respectful tone. 

5. Test, test, test will be part of all launch activities. 

6. Prioritize a long-term relationship over a short-term transaction. 

7. Whenever possible, prioritize users over other stakeholders.  

 



If you spend too much time planning… 
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